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ABSTRACT 
For any unitarily invariant norm on Hilbert-space operators it is shown that for all 
operators A,B,X and positive real numbers r we have III IA*XBI r II1~< 
III I AA*XI r Ill III IXBB*I ~ III. Some consequences are then discussed. A simple proof is 
given for the fact that for positive operators A, B the function [spr(AtBt)] 1/t is 
monotone in t on the positive half line. 
In this paper we discuss the relationship between two known versions of 
the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for operators, prove stronger esults, and use 
them to derive other inequalities for norms of operators. 
*Results in an earlier version of this paper were presented atthe Discussion Meeting on von 
Neumann algebras held by the Indian Academy of Sciences, Bangalore, in April 1990. The 
authors thank DAE (India) and NSERC (Canada) for their support. 
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1. THE CAUCHY-SCHWARZ INEQUALITY 
Let III • III denote a unitarily invariant norm defined on operators in a 
separable Hilbert space. Such a norm is defined on a norm ideal correspond- 
ing to it and whenever we write III T III it will be implicitly understood that T 
belongs to this ideal. Properties of such norms may be found in [8], [16], or 
[20]. The usual operator (bound) norm will be denoted by I1" II. 
A basic property of unitarily invariant norms is that they are symmetric 
gauge functions of the singular values of the operator. The singular values of 
T are the eigenvalues of the operator ITI = (T 'T)  1/2 and are enumerated as 
sl(r) >I s2(T) >>..... 
The operator ITI is called the absolute value of T. In the course of his 
study of perturbation of the absolute value, Bhatia [1] proved some results 
from which he derived the following version of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequal- 
ity. For all operators A, B and for all unitarily invariant norms, 
III IA*BI ~/2 III 2 ~ III AIII III n III. (1) 
The inequalities (11) and (16) in [1] and the argument used therein also lead 
to the inequality 
III IA*BI r III ~ ~ II1(AA*) r III I I1(nn*)  r III (2) 
1 gives the inequality (1), while the choice for 0 < r < oo. The choice r = 
r = 1 gives another appealing form of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality: 
III A*B III 2 ~ III AA* III III nn* [11. (a) 
In two papers [10, 11] that appeared shortly afterwards, Horn and 
Mathias made a detailed study of Cauchy-Schwarz-like inequalities for opera- 
tors. Among several other interesting results, they stated (1), (2), and (3) 
above, explicitly in this form [10]. See also [5]. 
It seems to have been assumed hitherto that (1) and (3) are two different 
versions of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality that follow from the master 
1 inequality (2) by making the independent choices r = ~ and 1. Actually, the 
inequality (3)follows from (1), and in an interesting way: To every unitarily 
invariant norm III • III one can associate another such norm III • III p defined 
as  
III A III e = III IAI d III ~/2 
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Such norms have been called Q-norms [1, 4]. It is easy to see that the 
inequality (3) is the restriction of (1) to the special class of Q-norms. 
2. A STRONGER CAUCHY-SCHWARZ INEQUALITY 
Motivation: In [5] Bhatia and Kittaneh proved an arithmetic-geometric- 
mean inequality for operators. This says that for all operators A, B and for all 
unitarily invariant norms 
2 Iit A*B rll < AA* + BB* III. (4) 
In [3], and later in [13], this was strengthened to
2 III A*XB III ~< III AA*X + XBB* III (5) 
for all A, B, and X. See also [9, 17]. The insertion of X is no idle 
generalization. A judicious choice can lead to powerful perturbation theo- 
rems. This has been demonstrated in [12]; see also [2]. For the operator norm 
alone the inequality (5) had been proved much earlier in [18], and there too it 
led to striking perturbation inequalities. 
Our aim here is to obtain a stronger version of the inequality (2) in the 
same spirit. We will prove 
THEOaEM 1. For all operators A, B, X, for all positive real numbers r, 
and for all unitarily invariant norms, we have 
III IA*XBIrlII2< III IAA*XIr III III IXBB*I~IFI, (6) 
Choosing r = ½, we get a stronger version of the Cauchy-Schwarz 
inequality (1). By specializing this to Q-norms, or by directly choosing r = 1 
in (6), we get a stronger version of (3): 
III A*XB III 2 < III AA*X III III XBB* III. (7) 
Once again, for the operator norm alone the inequality (7) has already 
been observed in [18]. Following the approach in that paper, we will use (5) 
and (7) to extend to all unitarily invariant norms some inequalities first 
proved by Heinz. These are given in 
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THEOREM 2. 
Then for 0 <~ v <<. 1 and for all unitarily invariant norms, 
III A~XB 1-~ + A I- ~XB ~ III ~< III AX + XB III, 
III A~XB 1-~ - A I -~XB ~ III ~ 12v - 11 III AX - xn  III, 
III A~XB x-~ III ~ III AX III ~ III XB III 1- 
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Let A, B be positive semide3qnite, and X any operator. 
(s) 
(9) 
(10) 
Proofs of these theorems are given in Section 3 and are followed by 
several remarks relating these inequalities to some old and some new results. 
Theorem 2 in our earlier paper [3] implies the inequality (8) above, and the 
proof given there is somewhat simpler than the one indicated below. 
In our proofs we will make use of the following theorem proved by Wang 
and Gong [21]. Before stating the theorem let us recall that if A, B are 
positive semidefinite operators then the spectrum of their product AB is 
contained in the set of nonnegative r al numbers. For a compact operator T
with nonnegative eigenvalues we will use the notation {Aj(T)} to mean the 
eigenvalues of T arranged as Al(T)>/A~(T)>i ".-. Note that AI(T)= 
spr(T), the spectral radius of T. For the sake of uniformity, we will use the 
notation Al(t) for spr(T) even when T is not compact. For positive sequences 
{x)}, {y)} we use the notation xj -% yj to mean weak majorization [16]. 
THEOREM 3 (Wang and Gong). Let A, B be positive semidefinite opera- 
tors. Then the function A} / '(AtB') is a monotonically increasing function of t 
on (0, ~), If A, B are also compact, then for 0 < t <~ u < ~ we have the 
weak majorization 
Xy'(A'B') -% XJ/'(A'B'). (11) 
In Section 5, we will provide a simple proof of this theorem and show its 
relationship to some other well-known results. For our proof of Theorem 1, 
all we need is a very special consequence of this: 
x;(38) -% xi/ ( 2) (12) 
for all 0 < r < ~. 
3. PROOFS OF THE MAIN RESULTS 
Recall that every operator X has a polar decomposition X = UP, where 
P is the positive operator P -- IXI --- (X 'X)  1/2 and U is a partial isometry. 
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When the underlying Hilbert space is finite-dimensional or when X is a 
normal operator, U can be chosen to be unitary. Recall also that if X, Y are 
operators on a finite-dimensional space then XY and YX have the same 
spectrum. In the infinite-dimensional c se the nonzero points in the spectrum 
of XY are the same as those of YX. 
Proof of Theorem 1. For simplicity, first consider the finite-dimensional 
case. Let X = UP be the polar decomposition of X. Then we have 
Using (2), we get 
A*XB = ( PI/2U*A)*P1/ZB. 
III IA*XBI r III 2 ~ I I I (P1/ZU*AA*UP1/2) r III I I I (P I /2BB*PI /2)  r III. (13) 
Now note that 
,I~(Px/ZU*AA*UP~/2) = X~(AA*UPU*) 
<w ~;/2((~,)2(VeV,)2) 
= ~;~2((~, )2~:e2~s,  ) 
= ,~; /~( (aa* )~ * ) 
= s ; (Aa*X) .  (14) 
Here, we have used (12) to obtain the weak majorization. In the same way, 
= a ; (eBB*)  
= a~/2( BB*e2SS *) 
= ~;(eBB*) 
= s ; (XBB*) .  
)t~( P1/2BB*PX/~) 
(15) 
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Now, by the Fan dominance principle [8, 16] we obtain from (13), (14), and 
(15) 
Ill IA*XBI" Ill ~ ~ Ill IAA*XU r III Ill Ixnn*l r nil, 
the desired inequality. 
Now, let us turn to the infinite-dimensional c se. In deriving the relations 
(14) and (15) we repeatedly used the equality of Ay(ST) and Aj(TS) for any 
operators S and T. As mentioned at the beginning of this section, in the 
infinite-dimensional c se these two sequences could possibly differ only by 
having extra zero terms. This does not affect anything in the above argument. 
The unitarity of U was used in our derivation of (14) and (15). So our 
argument also proves (6) when the space is infinite-dimensional and the 
operator X is normal. The general case follows from this by replacing 
o] x r[: x]. o], 
0 
Proof of Theorem 2. We indicate the proof of (10); the other two 
statements are proved in a like manner. Note that for v = 0, 1 the inequality 
1 (10) is a trivial statement, and for v = ~ it is a consequence of (7). By an 
induction argument we will prove it for all indices 7) = k/2 n, k = O, 1 . . . . .  2". 
From this the general case follows by continuity. 
Let v=(2k  + 1)/2" be a dyadic rational. Write v=/z+p,  / z= 
k/2 "-1, p = 1/2". Assume that (10) holds for all dyadic rationals with 
denominator 2"-1. Two such rationals are ~ and A :=/x + 2 p = v + p. 
Then we have from (7) and the induction hypothesis, 
Ill AvXn ~-~ III = III A~-"XB 1-~÷" Ill 
= III AP( A~XBI-;~)B p III 
< III AZPA~'XB 1-x Ill 1/~ Ill A~XB1-;tB 2p III 1/~ 
= III A~XB 1-x IH 1/~ Ill A~XB 1-~ Ill 1/~ 
Ill ~ III */~ Ill XB Ill " - *~/~ Ill AX Ill ~/~ III x8  Ill ~-~>/~ 
= III ~ III <x+~)/~ III XB III ~-<~+~>/~ 
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COROLLARY. Let A, B be positive semidefinite and X any operator. Then 
for 0 <~ v <<, 1 and for all unitarily invariant norms, 
III A"XB ~ III < III x III 1-~ III AXB III ~. (16) 
Proof. It suffices to prove this when A is positive definite; the general 
case follows from this by continuity. Using (10), we obtain 
Ill AvXB ~ III = I I1(A- l )  1-  VAXnl-(1-v)II I  
< Itl x III ~- ~ III AXB III ~ • 
In a recent paper [13] Kittaneh has proved the inequality (16) and shown 
it is equivalent to (10). He observes that the special case 
IIAVB"II~<IIABII ", A, Bt>0,  0~< v~< 1, (17) 
is proved by Furuta [7]. Furuta notes that this is equivalent to 
IIAVn"ll/> IIABII ~, A, B >i 0, 1 ~< v < o% (18) 
and also to the l_x~wner-Heinz inequality. 
4. REMARKS 
Remark 1. The arguments used in this paper lead to several other 
inequalities. Rather than list all of them, we indicate how they may be 
derived. 
First, just as we have a Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for symmetric gauge 
functions [1, inequality (11)], we have a HSlder inequality as well. See, for 
example, [4] and [19]. When specialized to the Schatten p-norms, this 
inequality takes the form 
IIA*BIIr < IIAIIpllnllq (19) 
when 1/p + 1/q = 1/r.  
Second, we have the well-known inequality satisfied by all unitarily 
invariant norms, 
III AB III < II All III B III. (20) 
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Third, we have the fact that if A, B are any two operators for which the 
product AB is normal, then 
III AB III ~ III BA III (21) 
for every unitarily invariant norm. For the operator norm this can be proved 
by noting that the spectral radius spr(T) is always bounded by IITII for any 
operator T, that spr(T) = IITII if T is normal, and that spr(AB) = spr(BA). 
For other norms (21) can be deduced from the fact that AB and BA have 
the same nonzero points in their spectra and the majorization theorem of 
Weyl [22] stated as (28) below. 
Now, at various stages of our proofs, we have bounded from above norms 
of products of two or more operators. If we were to use inequalities like (19), 
(20), and (21) at these steps, we would obtain different families of inequali- 
ties, and different proofs of some of our results. For example, another proof 
of the inequality (7) could be obtained using (3), the polar decomposition of 
X, and (21). Modifying this argument slightly and using (19) and (20), we 
obtain for the Schatten p-norms the inequalities 
IIA*XBII2r ~ IIAA*Xllp/211gnB*llq/Z (22) 
whenever l i p  + 1 /q  = l / r ,  and 
II A*XB II~p ~ I[ AA*X II II xnn*ll p (23) 
for all 1 <~ p ~< o0. 
Remark 2. Let S, T be any two operators with S invertible. Substituting 
X = S-1TS-1 and A* = B = S in (5), we obtain 
2 III T III ~ III S*TS -1 + S-1TS* III. (24) 
The special case of this when S* = S and the norm is the operator norm has 
been obtained in [6] by a different method. This inequality has been analyzed 
in detail in [14]. 
APPENDIX 
We will write A >/0 to mean the operator A is positive semidefinite, 
A > 0 to mean it is positive definite. If A, B are Hermitian, we write A >/B 
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to mean A - B t> 0. A well-known theorem of l_x~wner, sometimes called 
the Loewner-Heinz theorem, says that if A >1 B >~ 0 then A ~ >1 B ~ for 
0~<s< 1. 
Following Furuta [7], who attributes this line of argument to H. Araki, we 
will show that Theorem 3 is a consequence of the Loewner-Heinz theorem. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let A > 0, B >10. Then B <~ A if and only if A~(A-~B) 
~<1. 
Proof. This is a familiar argument: 
AI(A-1B) ~< 1 o AI( A-1/2BA -1/2) <~ 1 
¢~ A-1/2BA -1/2 <~ I B <~A. • 
PROPOSITION 2. Let A, B >10. I f  AI(AB) ~< 1 then AI(ASB ~) ~< 1 for 
0~<s~<l .  
Proof. We may assume A > 0; the general case would follow from this 
by a continuity argument. If AI(AB) ~< 1 then, by Proposition 1, B ~< A -1. 
The Loewner-Heinz theorem then tells us that B ~ ~< A -s and Proposition 1 
translates this to the statement AI(ASB ~) ~< 1. • 
PROPOSITION 3. Let A, B >_- O. Then for 0 <<, s <~ 1 we have 
AI( A~B ~) <~ A](AB). (2s) 
Proof. Let AI(AB) = ot 2. Assume a 4= 0. Then 
A1 a 
Hence, by Proposition 2, AI(A'B s) ~< a 2s= A~(AB). If a = 0 we have 
AI(B1/2AB 1/2) = 0. This forces the ranges of B and A to be orthogonal. But 
then BS/ZA~B ~/2 = 0 and hence AI(A~B ~) = 0. • 
PROPOSITION 4. Let A, B >/ 0; then A~/t(AtB t) is a monotonically in- 
creasing function of t on (0, oo). 
Proof. Let 0 < t <~ u. Put s = t fu  and replace A, B in Proposition 3
by A n, B u. • 
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Furuta [7] shows that the function II AtBtll it is monotonically increasing 
in t on (0, ~). We have adapted his argument to replace the norm by the 
spectral radius. As in [7], we can, in fact, conclude that Propositions 2, 3, 4 
are all equivalent to the I_~ewner-Heinz theorem. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 3, apply Proposition 4 to the antisym- 
metric tensor powers AkA and AkB, k = 1, 2 . . . . .  This gives for 0 < t ~< u 
< ~ and for all k = 1, 2 . . . .  the inequalities 
k k 
FI H (26) 
j=l  j=l 
Now, using the Weyl-P61ya lemma as in [1], we obtain the majorization 
relation (11) from (26). 
Finally, we remark that the statement (12) can be reformulated as: for 
A,B  >~Oand O < r < ~, 
X i(aB) "<w s](AB). (27) 
Now, if X is any compact operator with eigenvalues arranged as IAI(X)I 
>i IA2(X)I/> ..., then by a well-known theorem of Weyl [22] 
IAj(X)I <w sj( X). (28) 
Since the function f ( t )  = t r for r >1 1 is convex and monotonically increas- 
ing on (0, w), we have 
IAj(X)I r -% sf( X), r >~ 1. (29) 
Thus for these values of r we could obtain (27) from (29). 
It was a suggestion of the referee's that led us to consider anew the 
relation between different operator Cauchy-Schwarz inequalities. 
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